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Abstract
The goal of this project was the design of an algorithm for detection of an
unsafe lane change (cut-in) and the avoidance of a collision within KTH
PlatoonSim, a simulator of autonomous vehicles developed at KTH. The
solution proposed is the introduction of two new ECU classes: A Cut-in
Detector (CID) and a Cut-in Braker (CIB). The CID is responsible for
detecting an unsafe lane change and the CIB is responsible for calculating
the necessary brake command for safe but smooth braking. Testing reveals
that this model is successful at avoiding collision at ordinary motorway
speeds.

Keywords: Autonomous vehicles, Platooning, Simulation, Collision avoid-
ance

Sammanfattning
Målet med detta projekt var att designa en algoritm som känner igen ett
osäkert filbyte och som kan undvika kollision inom KTH PlatoonSim, som är
en simulator för autonoma fordon utvecklad p̊a KTH. Lösningen som föresl̊as
är införandet av tv̊a nya styrenhetsklasser: En Cut-in Detector (CID) och en
Cut-in Braker(CIB). CID ansvarar för att upptäcka osäkra filbyten och CIB
ansvarar för att beräkna det bromskommando som behövs för att bromsa p̊a
ett säkert, men mjukt sätt. De test som genomförts visar att denna model
är framg̊angsrik i att undvika kollision vid vanliga motorvägsfarter.

Nyckelord: Autonoma fordon, Konvojkörning, Simulering, Kollisionsund-
vikande
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1 Background – Automation and Society

Automation and artificial intelligence are currently more talked about than
arguably ever before. Among some, there is concern that the widespread
automation of tasks will have a devastating effect on the job market because
of its potential to render many current professions obsolete. A common
view seems to be that jobs which require little education are at risk of being
substituted by machines, while the higher-level jobs are safe.

1.1 Polanyis Paradox: A Constraint of Automation

In a 2015 article in the Journal of Economic Perspectives, MIT Professor
David H. Autor analyses the interactions between automation and employ-
ment [1]. Autor highlights the commonly understated fact that automation
has historically provided a strong complement to human labour rather than
a complete substitute. The constraint of what can successfully be auto-
mated is based on what Autor refers to as Polanyi’s Paradox, which is based
on the observation made by economist Karl Polanyi that ”We know more
than we can tell” [2]. This paradox is the mere fact that people possess a
wide array of skills that they have mastered, but for which they could not
produce a set of concrete rules describing the particular skill in an complete
way. These are typically sensory skills, motor skills, social skills and creative
skills.

Although Autor has an overall positive view on the influence of automation
and A.I. on the job market, he recognizes a phenomenon of polarization in
the labour market since the 1970s as a result of the automation through
computers and information technology. Since the educationally low-level
jobs often include skills covered by Polanyi’s Paradox, and the high-level jobs
are still rather safe from automation, it is often the mid-level professions that
can be substituted by computers. Clerical work like bookkeeping follows a
clear set of rules and require a sequence of logical operations, for which a
computer is perfectly suited. These mid-level jobs being replaced by software
has lead to a polarization of employment, where both service professions as
well as technical and managerial professions have grown rapidly.

There is however an objection that could be raised towards Polanyi’s Para-
dox as a constraint to automation, namely the fact that machine learning
can circumvent the difficulties of a programmer having to devise a concrete
algorithm for solving a problem. Thanks to advances in computing power
and the availability of large data sets, the possible fields of computer au-
tomation has grown to be almost all-encompassing. Indeed, in a 2013 paper,
University of Oxford scholars Carl Benedikt Frey and Michael A. Osborne
argue that, given a large enough data set, we already have the technology
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for a computer to learn virtually any task [3]. In their paper, Frey and
Osborne estimate the probability of computerization of 702 distinct profes-
sions. Their conclusions predict an end to the post-1970 polarization of the
labour market mentioned earlier. Most service professions are estimated to
be very likely to be computerized in the near future, as well as professions
within transport and logistics. Moreover, Frey and Osborne estimate that
47 % of US employment is in the high risk category.

While it is easy to paint a grim picture of machines and computers taking
over low-skill jobs, leading to ever greater unemployment and differences in
wealth in society, the fact is that there have been these types of concerns for
the last two centuries, and data cannot support employment dropping due
to automation [1]. There is no doubt that automation has eliminated some
specific jobs, but the need for human labour has not diminished. There is of
course a great value in automation for businesses. A.I. McKinsey Global In-
stitute estimates that automation could increase global productivity growth
by between 0.8 % and 1.4 % [4]. Because of its immense potential for busi-
nesses, we can be sure that automation will gain ever greater prominence
in society. It is therefore of great importance that we are able and willing
to adapt to the changes facing us within automation and AI and that our
education system is able to keep up with these changes. In addition to this,
due to the fast-paced progress of technology, we might have to change our
view on education entirely, and start seeing it as a lifelong process rather
than an isolated portion of our early lives.

1.2 Ground Vehicle Autonomy

Driving was long considered too complex a task for computers to be able
to perform. A full and coherent representation of the vehicle’s environment
has to be formed, behaviour of surrounding humans has to be predicted and
and the best course of action has to be selected, sometimes within less than
a second. Reaction time isn’t generally something that poses a problem to
computers compared to humans, but when it comes to real-life driving sce-
narios, the set of all possible future states can quickly become unmanageable
unless the software can weed out irrelevant parts of the environment.

The Society of Automotive Engineers recognizes 6 levels of automation, rang-
ing from 0 (no automation) to 5 (full automation) [5]. An important dis-
tinction is made between levels 0-2 and levels 3-5. In levels 0-2, a human
driver is responsible for monitoring the driving environment. In levels 3-5,
the driving environment is monitored by the ”system”, or in other words,
by the computer.
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1.2.1 Benefits of Autonomous Vehicles

A considerable advantage of a global deployment of AVs is an increase in
road safety. A 2008 National Highway Traffic Safety Administration survey
identified human error as the cause of 93 % of total crashes in the US, with
alcohol, speeding and driver distraction being the main causes [7]. An AV
is susceptible to none of these factors. Surely, no software is perfect, and
it is not reasonable to assume that these 93 % of crashes would drop to
zero through the implementation of AVs. Since AVs have yet to be widely
adopted in traffic, there is a lack of data regarding the extent to which
road safety can be enhanced, but it has been estimated that the road-traffic
fatality rates could be reduced to 1 % of their current levels [8].

Sophisticated vehicle autonomy would also reduce fuel consumption and
emissions per mile travelled. The fuel consumption of a vehicle is influenced
by many factors; speed, gear changes, acceleration and braking smoothness
etc. With all of these aspects being handled by a computer, it would be
possible to optimize for fuel economy and component wear. Furthermore,
the route-planning of an AV could be superior to that of a human, leading to
a decrease in miles travelled and an avoidance of congestion. Such success-
ful route-planning would be difficult for an autonomous vehicle achieve on
its own, but could be achieved through cooperative autonomy, where each
vehicle bases its view of its environment not solely on its own sensors, but
on information it receives from nearby vehicles.

Lastly, and quite clearly, the implementation of AVs would mean a conve-
nience to people in their everyday life. Instead of having to focus on driving,
the would-be driver can instead get work done, eat, or simply relax.

2 The PlatoonSim Project

2.1 Project Presentation

The PlatoonSim project is a vehicle platooning simulator made up by roughly
6000 lines of Java code in total. Vehicle platooning is the practice of group-
ing land vehicles (usually trucks) into flocks, so-called platoons, where the
distance between each vehicle in the platoon is kept as small as possible in
a safe way. This is done in order to minimize air resistance for all vehicles
behind the platoon leader, thus saving fuel and minimizing emissions.

In the simulation, the trucks drive on an oval road. Each vehicle is an
instance of a class called Platoon Vehicle. The vehicles themselves are
made up of a set of units called Blocks, each making up an important part
of the vehicle’s dynamics or control. The Blocks of a platoon vehicle are
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given in Figure 1 along with a brief description. The memory of the vehicle
is modelled as a field in the Platoon Vehicle class called register. The
register is an array double data types. These Blocks extend an abstract
class called FunctionBlock, which forms a template for the workings of each
Block of the vehicle. Every Block operates in the following steps:

1. Read inputs from register.

2. Perform respective calculations on the inputs.

3. Write the results of the calculations as outputs to register.

Figure 1: The blocks that make up a Platoon Vehicle. The Additional blocks
can be added to the vehicle, but aren’t required for the vehicle to function.

A class called Platoon 1 6 forms a sort of frame for the simulation and
contains the vehicles and the road. A field in Platoon 1 6 called ticks
keeps track of the elapsed time in milliseconds. Every millisecond, each
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vehicle is run, which amounts to each vehicle running each of its Blocks,
i.e. making them go through the three steps above. The simulation output
is written to a file, which can be used for visualization in the Unity game
engine.

register is a public field, meaning each Platoon Vehicle can access the
information of another vehicle without any hindrance. Doing so is of course
a simplification of the real-life scenario and implicitly assumes zero latency,
zero distortion and infinite bandwidth. Any such access is done for the sake
of simplicity and should be replaced with a simulation of wireless communi-
cation or simulation of sensors at a later stage.

2.1.1 The Terms Ego-vehicle and External Vehicle

In this report, the term ”ego-vehicle” will refer to the ”own” vehicle, i.e. the
vehicle that we’re controlling. The term ”external vehicle” will refer to a
vehicle which is not part of the platoon.

2.1.2 Platooning Functionality

Platooning is a form of co-operative adaptive cruise control (CACC). The
goal is to keep a constant headway between vehicles in the platoon. This is
achieved through through calculations in the ACCCalc class based on input
from the host vehicle’s odometry and input received through wireless com-
munication with the other vehicles in the platoon. The software architecture
of the platoon functionality of a Platoon Vehicle is illustrated in Figure
2. The BrakeTorqueCalc (BTC) class acts as a facade of the Brake-by-wire
(BBW) subsystem seen in Figure 2. Any Block which utilizes the brakes
should give its output to this facade.
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Figure 2: Software architecture for the platooning functionality of the
Platoon Vehicle class. Source: [9].

2.2 Problem Formulation

Our goal is to design, implement and test a virtual Electronic Control Unit
for a cut-in detection and for crash avoidance in a cut-in scenario. What
is meant by a cut-in scenario is a situation in which a vehicle in front of
the ego-vehicle performs a lane change into the lane of the ego-vehicle at
a distance which can be deemed unsafe. Furthermore, the lane change is
not signalled beforehand. The relative speed of the two vehicles greatly
influences what distance can be deemed safe or unsafe.

3 Model

Our model specifies two seperate ECUs: A cut-in detector (CID) and a cut-
in braker (CIB). Their respective purposes are quite straightforward. The
CID monitors the road, detects a vehicle cutting in and alerts the CIB. The
CIB calculates the brake command required to slow the ego-vehicle down
in a safe but smooth manner in order to maintain a safe distance to the
external vehicle,.
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For simplicity’s sake, we will outline how the CID and CIB work on a straight
stretch of road, where one can introduce a global coordinate system, which
is coaxial with the natural coordinate systems of each vehicle on the road
(see Figure 3). In the more general case, where a vehicle could be pointing
in any direction, each Platoon Vehicle would have to store its own set of
unit vectors: one tangential and one normal.

Figure 3: Platoon Vehicle (grey box) travelling down a straight stretch of
road. Locally, a road-fixed coordinate system can be introduced, which is
coaxial to the natural coordinate system of the vehicle.

I will refer to the ego-vehicle as being in two different states: ”currently
cut-in braking” and ”normal”. The ”currently cut-in braking” state is active
whenever the CIB is giving brake commands to the Brake Torque Calculator
and the ”normal” state is active whenever ”currently cut-in braking” is not
active. To switch between the two, an ECU has to send a status modifier.
The ”start cut-in braking” status modifier changes the state from ”normal”
to ”currently cut-in braking” and the ”stop cut-in braking” vice versa.

3.1 Simplifications Made in the Simulation

Any physical (as opposed to virtual) autonomous vehicle makes use of a wide
array of sensors to gather reliable information about its surroundings. As
a simplification, no simulation of sensors is made in PlatoonSim. For that
reason, any information about an external vehicle will be fetched directly
from that vehicle’s register. This is equivalent to assuming perfect sensor
certainty, circumventing the need of pooling the sensory data together and
acting based on the collective input from the sensors (so-called sensor fusion)
[10].
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A common practise is for an autonomous vehicle to have a so-called object
list in its memory. The objects stored within this list are of a very general
form. They are obstacles in the road, or mobile actors near the road, with
which interaction is not unlikely. For example, external vehicles, pedestri-
ans, road works and so on would be part of the object list. Again, physical
autonomous vehicles set up their object list based on inputs from their sen-
sors. In the PlatoonSim simulation, external vehicles will be placed in the
object list of the leading platoon vehicle based on the configuration being
run.

3.2 ECU: Cut-in Detector (CID)

Detecting a lane change of a vehicle in front of you is of course closely
related to that vehicle’s lateral speed. One might therefore want to design an
algorithm which predicts a lane change based on lateral speed and position.
For a first version of the CID however, only the position will be used. More
specifically, the CID will detect a lane change if the side of an external
vehicle transgresses the edge of the ego-vehicle’s lane. This decision can be
justified in two ways. Firstly, one would expect some degree of rocking back
and forth of an external vehicle within its lane. The lateral speed associated
with this is similar in magnitude to the speed associated with a slow lane
change, so distinguishing between the two would be difficult1. Secondly,
suppose that the external vehicle has a high lateral speed. In that case, an
imminent lane change would be obvious, but the side of the external vehicle
would also very quickly reach the lane edge, meaning that the time gained
by predicting the lane change would be small. There is no doubt however,
that a superior CID should predict lane changes, rather than just observing
them.

The CID works in the following way. Every 20 ms, it checks the position of
the vehicles in the object list of the ego-vehicle (recall that the object list
is the list of surrounding vehicles). If any external vehicle is crossing the
lane edge (see Figure 4), this will be recognized as a cut-in scenario, and
x-component of the vehicles’ relative speed vr,x and the distance dx between
the two vehicles along the x-axis are calculated.

Let V1 denote the ego-vehicle and V2 denote the external vehicle. For vx,r

and dr we have the following:

dx = x2 − x1 (1)

vr,x = v1,x − v2,x (2)
1Employing Machine Learning might be successful in making the computer able to

distinguish between the two.
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Figure 4: The grey boxes represent two vehicles travelling on a road and
the blue arrows represent their speeds. A cut in is detected as soon as the
cut-in vehicle (right box) crosses the lane edge and has a lower speed in the
x-direction than the ego-vehicle (left box).

x1, x2 are the x-coordinates of V1 and V2 respectively and v1,x, v2,x are
their respective speeds along the x-axis. This data can be fetched from the
register of each vehicle.

dx and vr,x are given as output to the CIB along with a ”start cut-in braking”
status modifier.

If the ego-vehicle is already in a ”currently cut-in braking” state, vr,x and dx

will continue to be fed to the CIB, unless the external vehicle backs out of
the lane change, in which case a ”stop cut-in braking” status modifier will
be sent to the CIB.

3.3 ECU: Cut-in Braker (CIB)

The CIB is responsible for giving an appropriate brake command to the
Global Brake Controller. It is given vr,x and dx from the CID.

Fist of all, d has to be reduced by one vehicle’s length l, since a crash
would occur not when d = 0, but when d ≤ l. Let δ denote the reduced
distance

δ = d− l (3)

The goal is to reduce vr,x to zero before ηδ runs out, where 0 < η < 1.
The factor η gives us a safety margin of (1 − η)δ. Since we cannot know
how the external vehicle will act at a future point in time, we will assume
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that the external vehicle will maintain constant speed. This problem is then
equivalent to stopping the ego-vehicle from the speed vr,x within the distance
ηδ. Classical mechanics gives us the required acceleration a0 [11]

a0 = −
v2

r,x

2ηδ (4)

and the associated force F0

F0 = ma0 = −
mv2

r,x

2ηδ (5)

where m is the mass of the vehicle.

F0 has to be exerted by the ground through the tyres of the vehicle, which
corresponds to a total brake torque τ0 of

τ0 = rwF0 = −
rwmv

2
r,x

2ηδ (6)

where rw is the radius of the wheels. At this point, τ0 could be given as
input to the Global Brake Controller (GBC) directly, but, to adhere to the
software architecture laid out in Figure 2, τ0 will first be converted into a
percentage of the maximum brake torque achievable by the vehicle, τmax

and this output will be given to the Brake Torque Calculator (BTC).

output = 100 τ0
τmax

(7)

rw, m and τmax are all stored in fields within Platoon Vehicle. dx and vr,x

are given as outputs from the CID and η is a field stored in CutInBraker.
To begin with, η is chosen to be 0.5 as this will hopefully achieve a good
trade-off between safety and smoothness.

Under braking (when the vehicle status is ”currently cut-in braking”), the
CID will continue to feed vr,x to the CIB, so that if the external vehicle
starts accelerating or decelerating, the ego-vehicle can brake softer or harder
accordingly. Once the relative speed has dropped to zero, the CID will
send a ”stop cut-in braking” status modifier, which marks the end of the
cut-in process and the ego-vehicle returns to the ”normal” state. Figure 5
illustrates the architecture of cut-in functionality of a Platoon Vehicle.

If τ0 is greater than the maximum brake torque achievable, that means
that the distance ηδ is to short for the ego-vehicle to be able to decelerate
adequately and a new τ0 is calculated with a more lenient η. This is done
in three steps, which I have called ”safety measure 1”, ”safety measure 2”
and ”safety measure 3”. ”Safety measure 1” means that eta has been set to
0.7. If this is not enough, we move on to ”safety measure 2”, which means
that η has been set to 0.9. Lastly, if this is still too short, ”safety measure
3” means the brake torque is set to the maximum.
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Figure 5: Software architecture for the CID and the CIB.

4 Testing and Performance

The testing of the CID and CIB was impeded by the fact that there is still
no support for multiple lanes and for lane changes in PlatoonSim. This
was of course intended to have been implemented at the time of writing,
but has been delayed. The effect of this is that there can be no testing of
the CID and CIB with a proper cut-in scenario as defined in Section 2.2.
Instead, we make do with placing an external vehicle at y = 2 and letting it
drive straight forward, while the platoon follows the line y = 0 (See Figure
6). The vehicle width is 3 m, which means that the cut-in vehicle is partly
blocking the path of the platoon. Because of this, the CID should trigger as
soon as the cut-in vehicle is within range of the CID (recall that the range
of the CID was specified as a field in CutInDetector).

This gives us three parameters to vary across different tests:

1. The speed of the platoon,

2. The speed of the cut-in vehicle,

3. The range of the CID.
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We chose to focus on varying the speed of the cut-in vehicle and the range of
the CID, since those are of greatest interest. Varying the speed of the cut-in
vehicle is of interest of course, because it determines the relative speed of the
two vehicles. Varying the range of the CID is of interest, since it emulates
a cut-in at a specific distance. To clarify: since the cut-in vehicle is fixed at
y = 2, which would correspond to it driving exactly on the lane edge, the
cut-in will always be detected as soon as the cut-in vehicle is within range
of the CID. Thus, changing the CID range to 2 m, for example, is similar
to a vehicle suddenly cutting in at a distance of 2 m. Therefore, the range
presented in the results below can be read as cut-in distance.

Figure 6: Illustration of the test scenario. The cut-in vehicle sits on the lane
edge, and is detected as soon as it enters the range of the CID.
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4.1 Results

Platoon
speed [km/h]

Cut-in vehicle
speed [km/h]

CID
range [m]

Gap after
braking [m]

Crash
(rel. speed)

100 90 20 12.8 no
100 80 20 9.9 no
100 70 20 9.9 no
100 60 20 9.9 no
100 50 20 - yes (14 km/h)
100 90 10 5.5 no
100 80 10 4.9 no
100 70 10 4.9 no
100 60 10 - yes (5 km/h)
100 90 5 2.45 no
100 80 5 2.43 no
100 70 5 0.49** no
100 60 5 - yes (22 km/h)
100 95 2 1.09 no
100 90 2 0.93 no
100 85 2 0.67 no
100 80 2 - yes (2.3 km/h)
100 95 1 0.44 no
100 90 1 0.43 no
100 85 1 - yes (5 km/h)

Table 1: Results for close-range cut-in scenario with low speed difference
between platoon and external vehicle.
** Safety measure 2
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Platoon
speed [km/h]

Cut-in vehicle
speed [km/h]

CID
range [m]

Gap after
braking [m]

Crash
(rel. speed)

120 30 75 37.4 no
120 20 75 22.5* no
120 10 75 - yes (21 km/h)
120 3 75 7.5** no
140 40 100 49.9 no
140 30 100 - yes (27 km/h)
140 20 100 29.9* no
140 10 100 - yes (34 km/h)

Table 2: Results for distant cut-in scenario with high speed difference be-
tween platoon and external vehicle. Note the occurrence of avoidable crashes
at lines 3 and 6.
* Safety measure 1
** Safety measure 2

4.2 Observations

4.2.1 Close-range Scenario, Low Speed Difference

From Table 1, we can gather that as the speed difference increases, the two
vehicles will of course eventually crash. The speed difference that causes a
crash is of course lower for closer CID ranges, which is to be expected. Since
η was set to 0.5, the gap after braking should be around half of the CID
range as long as no safety measure was taken, which it is in most cases. Two
tests exhibit a gap significantly greater than this however. These two tests
were associated with the lowest brake torque, so perhaps this is due to air
resistance playing a non-negligible role in braking the vehicle.

4.2.2 Distant Scenario, High Speed Difference

When applied to more extreme situations, in which a near-stationary cut-in
vehicle appears in front of a vehicle travelling at more than 100 km/h, you
start to see some unexpected behaviour. In Table 2, two crashes occur which
could obviously be avoided, these being on lines 3 and 6. The reason why
it is obvious that they could be avoided is the fact that they are followed
by tests with even greater speed differences, but with no crash. The most
likely reason for this behaviour is detailed below.

When calculating the required brake torque with η set to 0.5, it could be
that the required torque doesn’t exceed what the brakes can produce, but
the corresponding force that the tyres would need to apply to the ground
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may well exceed what can be managed through friction. This would result
in a loss of brake force either due to slip or due to the ABS stepping in
and reducing the effective brake torque. The algorithm of the CIB always
assumes however, that the cut-in braking is finished when the ηd mark is
crossed, meaning it doesn’t continue braking even if vrel is not yet zero.

By itself, this doesn’t fully explain why having a greater speed difference
might result in better brake performance. However, this can be understood
if we consider a scenario in which η = 0.5 will result in a brake torque which
is just below the maximum brake torque achievable, but just above what is
enough to cause slip. In such a case, the vehicle would fail to brake in the
distance ηd. If the speed differences were to be a little bit greater however,
then the brake torque needed for η = 0.5 would be too great and η would
be set to 0.7 or even 0.9. In some cases, this would result in a brake torque
which is no longer enough to cause slip, meaning that the vehicle will be
able to brake in the correct distance. These cases are the ones in which a
crash is avoided by increasing the speed difference.

5 Conclusion

The model introduced in this report is very successful at detecting a cut-in
scenario and avoiding collisions at non-extreme speed differences, which is
its main purpose. At more extreme speed differences, a design flaw leads to
crashes which could be avoided. This issue could be resolved rather quickly
by not having the CIB assume that it can always brake the ego-vehicle within
ηd. To really improve upon the model however, one should introduce a way
to prioritize a lower brake torque when picking a value for η (effectively
choosing the safety margin), instead of incrementally increasing η like in the
safety-measure approach taken here. As the CIB works now, as long as it
can brake hard enough, it will choose to brake as hard as it possibly can
just to stay within ηd, instead of braking a bit more smoothly over a longer
distance, which in would definitely be safer in most situations.

Further testing should be done on the model once lane changes have been
implemented in PlatoonSim. One such test would be having the cut-in
vehicle brake while cutting in, to see which effect this has on the CIB and
its performance. Another scenario would be having the cut-in vehicle start
cutting in, but then retreating back to its lane. In this case, the CID should
recognize that there is no longer any risk of collision and send a ”stop cut-
in braking” status modifier to the CIB. Ideally, the ego-vehicle would then
revert back to its speed prior to the cut-in, however this has yet to be
implemented.

It is very likely that this model would outperform a human driver when
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it comes to collision avoidance in a cut-in scenario, since an AV does not
lose focus and would therefore detect a vehicle cutting in quicker and more
reliably. In some cases however, a human might be able to predict a lane
change before the cut-in vehicle actually crosses the lane edge. In other
words, there is room for improvement of the model in this area. There
is however no doubt that the reaction time, i.e. the time between cut-in
detection and the vehicle starting to brake would be reduced significantly,
which of course leads to reduced braking distances.
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6 Appendix

6.1 Nomenclature

ABS Anti-lock brake system

ACC Adaptive cruise control

AV Autonomous vehicle

BBW Brake-by-wire

BTC Brake torque calculator

CACC Co-operative adaptive cruise control

CIB Cut-in braker

CID Cut-in detector

GBC Global brake controller

ODOM Odometry calculator

WCOM Wireles communication
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6.2 Java Code
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File: /home/m/w/mwalde/Desktop/KEX/code/CID_code.java Page 1 of 3

1 package platoon_1_6;
2  
3 /**
4  *
5  * @author Mathias Waldemarsson
6  */
7  
8 /*
9 INPUTS:

10 0: Host vehicle x position
11 1: Host vehicle y position
12 1: Host vehicle speed
13 2: Cut in braking status
14  
15 OUTPUTS:
16 0: Cut-in modifier
17 1: Distance to cut-in vehicle
18 2: Relative speed of cut-in vehicle
19  */
20 public class CutInDetector extends FunctionBlock {
21  
22     private Platoon_Vehicle hostVehicle;
23  
24     private static final int SAMPLE_RATE = 20;
25     // CID range, or the greatest distance at which the CID operates
26     private static final double TOO_FAR_AWAY = 100;
27     private static final double laneWidth = 4;
28     private static final double vehicleWidth = 3;
29     private static final double vehicleLength = 18; //this is x_r_0
30  
31     public static final int STATUS_CURRENTLY_CUT_IN_BRAKING = 1;
32     public static final int STATUS_NOT_CUT_IN_BRAKING = 0;
33  
34     public static final int MODIFIER_NO_CHANGE = 0;
35     public static final int MODIFIER_START_CUT_IN_BRAKING = 2;
36     public static final int MODIFIER_STOP_CUT_IN_BRAKING = 1;
37  
38     private double cutInVehicleX;
39     private double cutInVehicleSPD;
40  
41     private double hostX;
42     private double hostY;
43  
44     public CutInDetector(Platoon_Vehicle hostV) {
45         hostVehicle = hostV;
46     }
47  
48     @Override
49     public void run(long ticks) {
50         if ((ticks % SAMPLE_RATE) == 0) {
51             double[] inputs = readReg();
52             double[] outputs = buildOutputArray();
53             hostX = inputs[0];
54             hostY = inputs[1];
55             double hostSpeed = inputs[2];
56             double status = inputs[3];
57             double mostUrgentDistance = 100000; // just a starting value
58             double mostUrgentSpeed = 0;         // just a starting value
59  
60             boolean actionNeeded = false;
61             
62 for (Object obj : hostVehicle.getObjectList()) {
63  
64                 double extVehicleX 
65 = ((Platoon_Vehicle) obj).register

[Platoon_Vehicle.REGISTER_HOST_POSITION_X];
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66  
67                 if (obj instanceof Platoon_Vehicle
68                         && extVehicleX - hostX - vehicleLength < 

TOO_FAR_AWAY) {
69  
70                     double extVehicleSpeed 
71 = ((Platoon_Vehicle) obj).register

[Platoon_Vehicle.REGISTER_VEHICLE_SPEED_REAL];
72                     double relativeSpeed = extVehicleSpeed - hostSpeed;
73                     double relativeDist = extVehicleX - hostX;
74  
75                     if (relativeDist < vehicleLength) {
76                         System.err.println("crash at x = " + hostX 
77 + " m at a speed of " + relativeSpeed + " km/

h");
78                     }
79  
80                     if (changingIntoOurLane((Platoon_Vehicle) obj)) {
81  
82                         if (relativeSpeed < -0.01) {
83                             actionNeeded = true;
84  
85                             if (relativeDist < mostUrgentDistance) {
86                                 mostUrgentDistance = relativeDist;
87                                 mostUrgentSpeed = relativeSpeed;
88                                 cutInVehicleX = extVehicleX;
89                                 cutInVehicleSPD = extVehicleSpeed;
90                             }
91                         }
92                     } else if (fullyInOurLane((Platoon_Vehicle) obj)) {
93  
94                         if (relativeSpeed < 0) {
95                             actionNeeded = true;
96  
97                             if (relativeDist < mostUrgentDistance) {
98                                 mostUrgentDistance = relativeDist;
99                                 mostUrgentSpeed = relativeSpeed;

100                                 cutInVehicleX = extVehicleX;
101                                 cutInVehicleSPD = extVehicleSpeed;
102                             }
103                         }
104                     }
105                 }
106             }
107             if (actionNeeded) {
108                 if (status == STATUS_NOT_CUT_IN_BRAKING) {
109                     outputs[0] = MODIFIER_START_CUT_IN_BRAKING;
110                     outputs[1] = mostUrgentDistance;
111                     outputs[2] = mostUrgentSpeed;
112                 } else if (status == STATUS_CURRENTLY_CUT_IN_BRAKING) {
113                     outputs[0] = MODIFIER_NO_CHANGE;
114                     outputs[1] = mostUrgentDistance;
115                     outputs[2] = mostUrgentSpeed;
116                 }
117             } else if (status == STATUS_CURRENTLY_CUT_IN_BRAKING) {
118                 outputs[0] = MODIFIER_STOP_CUT_IN_BRAKING;
119                 outputs[1] = Platoon_Vehicle.initVal;
120                 outputs[2] = Platoon_Vehicle.initVal;
121                 double cutInVehicleX = ((Platoon_Vehicle) hostVehicle
122 .getObjectList().get(0))
123 .register

[Platoon_Vehicle.REGISTER_HOST_POSITION_X];
124                 double hostX = hostVehicle
125 .register[Platoon_Vehicle.REGISTER_HOST_POSITION_X]
126  
127             }
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128             writeReg(outputs);
129         }
130     }
131  
132     @Override
133     public void reset(double initialSPDms) {
134  
135     }
136  
137     // Investigates whether a vehicle is changing into host's lane. assumes 

that
138     // host is travelling along the x-axis in positive direction.
139     private boolean changingIntoOurLane(Platoon_Vehicle vehicle) {
140         double leftLaneEdge = 0 + laneWidth / 2;
141         double rightLaneEdge = 0 - laneWidth / 2;
142         double vehicleY = vehicle.register

[Platoon_Vehicle.REGISTER_HOST_POSITION_Y];
143         double vehicleLeftEdge = vehicleY + vehicleWidth / 2;
144         double vehicleRightEdge = vehicleY - vehicleWidth / 2;
145         return ((vehicleLeftEdge > leftLaneEdge
146                 && vehicleRightEdge < leftLaneEdge)
147                 || (vehicleLeftEdge > rightLaneEdge
148                 && vehicleRightEdge < rightLaneEdge));
149     }
150  
151     // Investigates whether a vehicle is fully in host's lane. assumes that
152     // host is travelling along the x-axis in positive direction.    
153     private boolean fullyInOurLane(Platoon_Vehicle vehicle) {
154         double leftLaneEdge = hostY + laneWidth / 2;
155         double rightLaneEdge = hostY - laneWidth / 2;
156         double vehicleY = vehicle.register

[Platoon_Vehicle.REGISTER_HOST_POSITION_Y];
157         double vehicleLeftEdge = vehicleY + vehicleWidth / 2;
158         double vehicleRightEdge = vehicleY - vehicleWidth / 2;
159         return (vehicleLeftEdge < leftLaneEdge
160                 && vehicleRightEdge > rightLaneEdge);
161     }
162  
163 }//CutInDetector
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1 package platoon_1_6;
2  
3 /**
4  *
5  * @author Mathias Waldemarsson
6  */
7  
8 /*
9 INPUTS:

10 0: Cut-in status
11 1: Cut-in status modifier
12 2: Distance to cut-in vehicle
13 3: Relative speed of cut-in vehicle
14  
15 OUTPUTS:
16 0: Cut-in status
17 1: Cut-in status modifier
18 2: "DRIVER_BRAKE" (value between 0-100)
19 3: accelerator pedal position
20 */
21 public class CutInBraker extends FunctionBlock {
22  
23     public static final int SAMPLE_RATE = 10;
24  
25     // hostVehicle mainly useful for debugging purposes
26     private Platoon_Vehicle hostVehicle;
27  
28     private double initialDistance;
29     private double totalBrakeDistance;
30     private double margin = 0.5;
31     private double invMargin = 1 - margin;
32     // this is x_r_0 in PlatoonConfiguration. Maybe find a less hardcoded 

method.
33     private double vehicleLength = 18;
34  
35     public CutInBraker(Platoon_Vehicle hostV) {
36         hostVehicle = hostV;
37     }
38  
39     @Override
40     public void run(long ticks) {
41         if (ticks % SAMPLE_RATE == 0) {
42             double[] inputs = readReg();
43             double[] outputs = buildOutputArray();
44             double status = inputs[0];
45             double modifier = inputs[1];
46             double distance = inputs[2];
47             double relSpeedKPH = inputs[3];
48             double relSpeed = relSpeedKPH / 3.6; // convert to m/s
49  
50             if (status == CutInDetector.STATUS_NOT_CUT_IN_BRAKING) {
51  
52                 if (modifier == CutInDetector.MODIFIER_NO_CHANGE) {
53                     // do nothing
54                 } else if (modifier == 

CutInDetector.MODIFIER_START_CUT_IN_BRAKING) {
55  
56                     initialDistance = distance;
57                     double reducedDist = distance - vehicleLength;
58                     totalBrakeDistance = invMargin * reducedDist;
59                     double torque = calculateTorque(totalBrakeDistance, 

relSpeed);
60  
61                     if (torque > Platoon_Vehicle.maxBrakeTorque) {
62                         margin = 0.3;
63                         invMargin = 1 - margin;
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64                         totalBrakeDistance = invMargin * reducedDist;
65                         torque = calculateTorque(totalBrakeDistance, 

relSpeed);
66                         if (torque > Platoon_Vehicle.maxBrakeTorque) {
67                             margin = 0.1;
68                             invMargin = 1 - margin;
69                             totalBrakeDistance = invMargin * reducedDist;
70                             torque = calculateTorque(totalBrakeDistance, 

relSpeed);
71                             if (torque > Platoon_Vehicle.maxBrakeTorque) {
72                                 torque = Platoon_Vehicle.maxBrakeTorque;
73                             }
74                         }
75                     }
76  
77                     double hostX = hostVehicle.register

[Platoon_Vehicle.REGISTER_HOST_POSITION_X];
78                     outputs[0] = 

CutInDetector.STATUS_CURRENTLY_CUT_IN_BRAKING;
79                     outputs[1] = CutInDetector.MODIFIER_NO_CHANGE;
80                     outputs[2] = 100 * torque / 

Platoon_Vehicle.maxBrakeTorque;
81                     outputs[3] = 0;
82                     writeReg(outputs);
83                 } else if (modifier == 

CutInDetector.MODIFIER_STOP_CUT_IN_BRAKING) {
84                     // we shouldn't end up here
85                     System.err.println("There's been some mistake. code 1");
86                 }
87  
88             } else if (status == 

CutInDetector.STATUS_CURRENTLY_CUT_IN_BRAKING) {
89  
90                 if (modifier == CutInDetector.MODIFIER_NO_CHANGE) {
91                     // do stuff with updated info
92                     double gapClosedBy = initialDistance - distance;
93                     double remainingBrakeDistance = totalBrakeDistance - 

gapClosedBy;
94                     double acc = (relSpeed * relSpeed) / (2 * 

remainingBrakeDistance);
95                     double force = Platoon_Vehicle.getMass() * acc;
96                     double torque = Platoon_Vehicle.getWheelRadius() * force;
97                     if (torque > Platoon_Vehicle.maxBrakeTorque) {
98                         torque = Platoon_Vehicle.maxBrakeTorque;
99                     }

100                     outputs[0] = 
CutInDetector.STATUS_CURRENTLY_CUT_IN_BRAKING;

101                     outputs[1] = CutInDetector.MODIFIER_NO_CHANGE;
102                     outputs[2] = 100 * torque / 

Platoon_Vehicle.maxBrakeTorque;
103                     outputs[3] = 0;
104                     writeReg(outputs);
105                 } else if (modifier == 

CutInDetector.MODIFIER_STOP_CUT_IN_BRAKING) {
106                     outputs[0] = CutInDetector.STATUS_NOT_CUT_IN_BRAKING;
107                     outputs[1] = CutInDetector.MODIFIER_NO_CHANGE;
108                     outputs[2] = Platoon_Vehicle.initVal;
109                     outputs[3] = 0;
110                     writeReg(outputs);
111                 } else if (modifier == 

CutInDetector.MODIFIER_START_CUT_IN_BRAKING) {
112                     // we shouldn't end up here either
113                     System.err.println("There's been some mistake. code 2");
114                 }
115             }
116  
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117         }
118     }
119  
120     private double calculateTorque(double brakeDist, double relSPD) {
121         double acc = (relSPD * relSPD) / (2 * brakeDist);
122         double force = Platoon_Vehicle.getMass() * acc;
123         double torque = Platoon_Vehicle.getWheelRadius() * force;
124         return torque;
125     }
126  
127     @Override
128     public void reset(double initialSPDms) {
129  
130     }
131  
132 }//CutInBraker


